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Cooking up Something Super for Your Pantry
Second to the master closet, pantries are
on the top of homeowners’ lists to organize
with customized shelving and accessories;
this is no surprise since the kitchen is often
considered “the heart of the home.”
Where does everyone wind up at a
party…in the kitchen. According to Closets
Magazine, when touring model homes,
visitors spend more time in the kitchen than
any other room in the home.
Saint Louis Closet Co. has noticed
that with the increase in popularity of
purchasing in bulk from large box stores,
there is more and more focus on storage of
foods, paper goods, and even excess dishes
and appliances. Saint Louis Closet Co.
custom closets can truly make a difference
in your pantry.
Maximizing your kitchen pantry with
corner shelving, platter dividers and
adjustable shelving for the varied size items
stored in pantries can make overall kitchen
storage simpler. Chrome pull-out wine
racks store wine bottles at a 15-degree angle
to ensure corks remain moist in storage.
Pull-out chrome baskets in various sizes
are perfect for paper goods, chips, and
recycling. And don’t forget tray shelves
and basket-rimmed shelves for canned
goods and small boxes.
Once you’ve realized there’s a place for
everything in your Saint Louis Closet Co.
pantry…then everything will be in its place
in your kitchen!
Saint Louis Closet Co. offers free in-home
design consultations for all areas of your
home. Call us at (314) 781-9000 or visit
us online at www.stlouisclosetco.com.

a place for everything

Read about Pantry Storage Solutions,
the Top Three Spaces to Organize and
our Ask the Owner Segment

Pantry Storage Solutions - Does Your Pantry Measure Up?
Spice Racks
Each Saint Louis Closet Co. pull-out chrome spice rack
organizes up to 22 individual spice bottles…go crazy and
add a little spice to your life!

Canned-Goods Racks
Pull-out chrome canned-goods racks
hold 12 regular-sized cans for easy access

Towel Racks
Gliding chrome towel racks keep your finest
linens wrinkle-free and easily organized

Pantry Benches
Saint Louis Closet Co. custom-designed benches work
wonders in large pantries/storage areas and are great for
spaces under windows, extra storage, and a nice sorting space

Wine Racks
Keep your wine perfectly organized with
pull-out chrome wine racks

Corner Shelves and Tray Shelves
Use every inch of your pantry with Saint Louis Closet Co.
custom corner shelves, tray shelves, and vertical dividers
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Top Three Spaces to Organize

#1: Master Closets

#2: Pantries

#3: Murphy Beds

Of course the most popular area to
customize is the master bedroom! Options
include shoe shelves and hanging space, pant
racks and telescoping rods. A completely
customized master closet will make sure
everyone has exactly what they need!

A surprise second place is found in the
kitchen! Saint Louis Closet Co. has
everything from racks (spice, canned good
and wine) to shelves (sliding, corner and
vertical)! You will have a place for everything
in your pantry with a design from SLCC!

Murphy Beds have rapidly grown in
popularity over the past few years with the
new loft developments in downtown St.
Louis. Another reason is that Baby Boomers
are reaching retirement age and Murphy
Beds are a great option for guest rooms to
accommodate visiting family.

Honorable Mentions:
#4: Home Offices, #5: Mudrooms, #6: Craft Centers
These are just a few of the most popular spaces to organize, but we specialize in so much more than just what you see here. Saint Louis Closet Co.
offers mudrooms, lockers, entertainment centers, playrooms, garages, gardening stations and much, much more. Each of our systems is 100%
adjustable and comes with a lifetime guarantee, so you can be confident that your closet will be exactly what you want and need it to be for as long
as you own your home. Call us at (314) 781-9000 to schedule your free-in home estimate!

Your Hometown Closet Company

SLCC’s Maplewood Showroom is the home to our day-to-day
operations and product displays.

Every closet we install is first cut to order in our Maplewood
Manufacturing Center & Showroom.

Saint Louis Closet Co. is a locally owned and operated closet company in St. Louis. Our 35,000 square foot showroom and
manufacturing plant is located at 2626 S. Big Bend in Maplewood, Missouri. Owner Jennifer Quinn Williams was born and raised
in Kirkwood, Missouri and founded Saint Louis Closet Co. in 1991 with just herself and a van. We now employ over 35 full-time
employees who have worked for the company an average of 15 years. Saint Louis Closet Co. is truly a homegrown business and
we are proud to be just that!

www.stlouisclosetco.com
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ASKTHEOWNER
There are so many misconceptions that we hear every day when it
comes to custom closets. I wanted to take a few moments to debunk
just a few of the most popular.

MYTH: My closets are too small
to be customized.

MYTH: Custom closets are just
too expensive.

MYTH: A Murphy Bed would
take up too much space.

TRUTH: Actually, small closets are the ones that
need custom organization the most. You have the
everyday challenge of maximizing your space and we
specialize in doing just that. We can add a few simple
shelves and hanging rods that will give you space you
never knew you had. You will be amazed at what we
are able to do for you!

TRUTH: This is one we hear every day, but it is just
not true. Custom closets are absolutely affordable,
no matter what your budget may be. We can organize
a small reach-in closet for as little as $350! An
investment in your closet saves you time and keeps
your clothing and shoes in good condition.

TRUTH: The entire queen-sized Murphy Bed system
is only 65.5" wide and 16" deep when bed is closed,
and you only need 91" of floor space when you open
it. It will also allow you to use your room for other
purposes such as an office, family room or study.
Murphy Beds are also available in twin sizes.
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Saint Louis Closet Co. is proud to announce the receipt of the
Best of HOUZZ Award 2015 for exceptional customer service
and design. Houzz is the leading platform for home remodeling
and design, a homeowner-to-homeowner guide to the top home
builders, architects, interior designers and other residential
remodeling professionals on Houzz.
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